
SBQ Scoring Syntax 

****************** Compute SBQ28r and SBQ31r variable (reverse items)***********.  

RECODE SBQ28 (0=0) (1=2) (2=4) (ELSE=Copy) INTO SBQ28r . 

RECODE SBQ31 (0=0) (1=2) (2=4) (ELSE=Copy)  INTO  SBQ31r .  

EXECUTE . 

MISSING VALUES SBQ28r SBQ31r (LO thru -1).  

EXECUTE. 

 

*** Compute SBQc23 variable (this is the suicide ideation scale total score)******. 

COMPUTE SBQc23 = SUM.5(SBQ04, SBQ05, SBQ06, SBQ13, SBQ14, SBQ15, SBQ16, 

SBQ17, SBQ18, SBQ19, SBQ20, SBQ21, SBQ22, SBQ23, SBQ24, SBQ25, SBQ26, SBQ27, 

SBQ28r, SBQ31r, SBQ32, SBQ33, SBQ34).  

EXECUTE. 

 

VARIABLE LABELS   

SBQ01 'Thought about/attempted suicide since last assessment'  

 SBQ04 'within the last 4 months how often thought about killing ...'  

 SBQ05 'Within the last 4 weeks how often thought about killing y...'  

 SBQ06 'In the last several days how often thought about killing ...'  

 SBQ09 'within last 4 months told someone going to kill yourself ...'  

 SBQ10 'Within the last 4 weeks told someone going to kill yourse...'  

 SBQ11 'In the last several days told someone going to kill yours...'  

 SBQ12 'Since last assessment attempted suicide or intentionally ...'  

 SBQ13 'In your lifetime is there a chance you will consider kill...'  

 SBQ14 'Within the next year is there a chance you will consider ...'  

 SBQ15 'Within the next 4 months is there a chance you will consi...'  

 SBQ16 'Within the next 4 weeks is there a chance you will consid...'  



 SBQ17 'Today/Next several days is there a chance you will consid...'  

 SBQ18 'In your lifetime how likely is it that you will attempt s...'  

 SBQ19 'Within the next year how likely is it that you will attem...'  

 SBQ20 'Within the next 4 months how likely is it that you will a...'  

 SBQ21 'Within the next 4 weeks how likely is it that you will at...'  

 SBQ22 'Today/Several Days how likely is it that you will attempt...'  

 SBQ23 'In your lifetime if you attempted suicide how likely is i...'  

 SBQ24 'Within the next year if you attempted suicide how likely ...'  

 SBQ25 'Within the next 4 months if you attempted suicide how lik...'  

 SBQ26 'Within the next 4 weeks if you attempted suicide how like...'  

 SBQ27 'Today/Several Days if you attempted suicide how likely is...'  

 SBQ28 'Do you currently have a plan for how to kill yourself'  

 SBQ29 'Would you have the means for carrying out suicide if you ...'  

 SBQ30 'Is there someone who would want to stop you if you curren...'  

 SBQ31 'Are you the type of person who can imagine/conceive the i...'  

 SBQ32 'If you committed suicide would any of your problems be so...'  

 SBQ33 'If you knew the quality of your life could never get bett...'  

 SBQ34 'If the quality of your life got worse(very bad) would sui...' . 

VARIABLE LABELS  

SBQ28r 'Current suicide plan recoded'  

 SBQ31r 'Imagine suicide recoded'  

 SBQc23 'SBQ 23-item suicide ideation scale'  

EXECUTE. 

 

VALUE LABELS  SBQ12  0 'No'  1 'Yes'  . 



VALUE LABELS  SBQ01  0 'No'  1 'It was just a passing thought'  2 'I briefly considered it, but 

not seriously'  3 'I thought about it and was somewhat serious'  4 'I had a plan for killing myself 

which I thought would wor...'  5 'I attempted to kill myself, but I do not think I really m...'  6 'I 

attempted to kill myself, and I think I really hoped to...'  . 

VALUE LABELS  SBQ04  SBQ05  SBQ06  0 'Not at all'  1 'Rarely'  2 'Sometimes'  3 'Often'  4 

'Very Often'  . 

VALUE LABELS  SBQ09  SBQ10  SBQ11  0 'No'  1 'Yes, during one short period of time'  2 

'Yes, during more than one period of time'  . 

VALUE LABELS  SBQ13  SBQ14  SBQ15  SBQ16  SBQ17  SBQ18  SBQ19  SBQ20  SBQ21  

SBQ22  SBQ23  SBQ24  SBQ25  SBQ26  SBQ27  0 'No chance at all'  1 'Between No chance 

and Some chance'  2 'Some chance'  3 'Between Some chance and Very likely'  4 'Very likely'  . 

VALUE LABELS  SBQ28  0 'No'  1 'Yes, a vague plan'  2 'Yes, a definite plan'  . 

VALUE LABELS  SBQ29  0 'No'  1 'Yes, possibly'  2 'Yes, definitely'  . 

VALUE LABELS  SBQ30  0 'No'  1 'Yes, to a small degree'  2 'Yes, very much so'  . 

VALUE LABELS  SBQ31  0 "Definitely can't imagine"  1 'Can somewhat imagine'  2 'Can 

definitely imagine'  . 

VALUE LABELS  SBQ32  SBQ33  SBQ34  0 'No definitely not'  1 'Between No, definitely not 

and Maybe'  2 'Maybe'  3 'Between Maybe and Yes, definitely'  4 'Yes, definitely'  . 

VALUE LABELS  SBQ28r  0 'No'  2 'Yes, a vague plan'  4 'Yes, a definite plan'  . 

VALUE LABELS  SBQ31r  0 "Definitely can't imagine"  2 'Can somewhat imagine'  4 'Can 

definitely imagine'  . 

EXECUTE. 


